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Abstract. Collision of the magnetic flux tubes in the Quiet Sun was proposed as one of the
possible sources for the heating of the solar atmosphere (Furusawa and Sakai, 2000). The solar
photosphere was observed using the New Solar Telescope ad Big Bear Solar Observatory. In
TiO spectral line at 705.68 nm we approached resolution of 0.1′′. The horizontal plasma wave
was observed spreading from the larger bright point. Shorty after this wave an increase in the
oscillatory power appeared at the same location as the observed bright point. This behavior
matches some of the results from the simulation of the collision of the two flux tubes with a
weak current.
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1. Introduction
The heating of the solar atmosphere is not well understood. Through the years of the

research various solutions for the heating of the atmosphere were suggested and tested.
One of the suggestions for the possible energy supply is collision of the magnetic flux
tubes in the Quiet Sun (Furusawa & Sakai, 2000). Furusawa and Sakai model present
these collisions as the source of the fast magneto acoustic waves. Those waves should
form shocks higher up in the atmosphere and deposit the energy trough the dissipation
of the shock front.

The solar photosphere has ubiquitous magnetic field. This fact is confirmed with the
observations (Orzoco Suárez et al., 2007; Lites et al., 2008) and simulations (Schüssler and
Vögler, 2008; Steiner et al. 2008). Because the magnetic field is ubiquitous the importance
of its study increases in the the quiet Sun, as well. The New Solar Telescope (NST) at
Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) revealed previously unresolved small structures in
the quiet Sun photosphere. Moreover, previously unresolved bright points turned out to
be a source for the part of the oscillations that were previously exclusively contributed
to the intergranular lanes (Andic et al. 2010). We are now able to resolve those small
structures and study their dynamic in detail.

With NST at BBSO we were able to observe bright points in such detail that we’re able
to detect some of the signature proposed for collision of the magnetic flux
tubes.

2. Data and analysis
The data-set used in this analysis was obtained on 29 July 2009. We used NST at BBSO

(Goode et al. 2010) and Nasymut optical setup that consists from TiO broadband filter
and PCO.2000 camera. A filter has central wavelength at 705.68 nm with the bandpass of
1 nm (Andic et al. 2010). The target of the observations was the center of the quiet Sun
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disk. The data sequence consist of 120 speckle reconstructed images with the temporal
cadence of 15 s. The performed image reconstruction is based on the speckle masking
method of von der Lühe (1993). To reconstruct images we used the procedure and code
described in Wöger et al. (2008).

The intensity oscillations were detected using the wavelet analysis (Torrence & Compo,
1998) with the approach to the automated analysis described in detail in Andic et al.
(2010). The speed was calculated using the nonlinear affine velocity estimator (NAVE)
method which applies an affine velocity profile instead of a uniform velocity profile com-
monly used in the local correlation tracking (LCT) method (Chae & Sakurai, 2008).

3. Results
The Doppler velocity maps, calculated from the intensity images of the quietest Sun

region, showed that some of the BP have a ring-like speed distribution. Around 11% of
the total number of analyzed bright points had similar speed distribution. We speculate
that this kind of distribution is connected with the collision of the magnetic flux tubes
with the weak current (Furusawa & Sakai, 2000). No circular ring-like distributions were
observed; the speed distribution was distorted by the presence of the surrounding granules
or nearby bright points.

The analysis of the intensity oscillations of the BPs showed a spike in the oscillatory
power appearing shortly after the ring-like speed distribution. This finding indicate the
increased oscillatory emission. However, since we had only intensity images from one
formation height in the photosphere, there was no reliable method to confirm what kind
of oscillations we observed. Furusawa & Sakai (2000) expected strong fast magnetosonic
waves.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the speed distribution. In this figure we have an example
of two neighboring bright points from which only one shows this signature. The peak of
the oscillatory power occurred few minutes after we observed the ring like distribution
as visible at the Fig. 3.

Figure 1. The image shows an example of the signature of the collision of two parallel flux tubes
with weak current. The panel marked ’Intensity map’ shows the analyzed bright point. The two
close bright points are visible with the analyzed one centered. Panel marked with ’Horizontal
speed’ shows the plasma flow we detected around these bright points. It is visible that there is
ring-like increase in the speed of the plasma flow all around the analyzed larger bright point.
Panel marked with ’Oscillatory distribution’ shows the spatial distribution of the oscillatory
power around and on top of these bright points. The largest power in the area is detected at
the same location as the largest bright point.

Fig. 2 shows example of the horizontal plasma flow when the analyzed bright point is
surrounded only by granules, while Fig. 4 shows corresponding change in the maximum
power for the same bright point. This lone bright point also demonstrate the plasma flow
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that has ring-like speed distribution. The deviation of the circular shape is caused by
plasma flow influences of the nearby granules.

Figure 2. Another example of the slightly deformed signature appearing around the single
bright point. Panels illustrate the same quantities as in image above.

Figure 3. The image shows a temporal change in integrated oscillatory power above the bright-
est bright point of the couple of the bright points shown at Fig. 1. Vertical dotted line marks
a moment when the ring like signature was observed. It is noteworthy that after appearance of
the ring-like speed distribution we have a significant increase in the oscillatory power emitted
by the bright point. The graph illustrates only power registered during the lifetime of the BP.

Figure 4. The image shows a temporal change in integrated oscillatory power above the bright
point from the second example shown at Fig. 2. Vertical dotted line marks a moment when the
ring-like signature was observed.

4. Conclusions
The ring-like speed distribution around the bright point was followed closely in time

by rise in oscillatory power detected at the same location at which was the bright point
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in question. This sequence of the events might indicate that there was a collision of the
magnetic flux tubes happening inside that bright point. Due to the limitation of our data
set this conclusion is speculative. Our data set consist only from the intensity images,
without any magnetic information nor information about line of sight velocities. Hence,
this result needs to be tested with more complete data-sets.

Although we still cannot resolve the substructure of the bright point itself, this signa-
ture points to another speculation that inside of the individual BP are individual flux
tubes, indicating that the individual BP might be composed from the smaller, unresolved
flux tubes.
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